Echo Return to Play Guidelines
HEALTH SCREENING
Parents will be required to screen players before each training session utilizing the
TeamSnap Health Check. You must take the player’s temperature. Refer to the Echo
Decision Tree or contact Echo for decision-making assistance.
Echo reserves the right to examine any player that is displaying symptoms at the fields
(including asking health-related questions and taking the player’s temperature with an
infrared thermometer) and to remove players from training if necessary.
If a player has had potential exposure to Cronoavirus, Echo must be notified
immediately and the player may not return to play until he or she is medically cleared.
You may skip any activity for any reason in your own discretion without penalty.

PHYSICAL DISTANCING AND PHYSICAL CONTACT
Unless competing, players should maintain adequate physical distancing of 6-feet at
all times and may not make physical contact with teammates, coaches, and staff/
volunteers. Coaches will not make physical contact with players and will social
distance.

MASKS
Coaches will be required to wear masks, which will be supplied by Echo. Players
should wear masks when departing their vehicles until they arrive at their assigned
yellow equipment dot. Players may wear masks during training but are not required to
do so. Echo will not supply masks for players, so they must bring their own.
.

HAND SANITIZER
Players should bring their own hand sanitizer. They should sanitize when leaving their
vehicle, when taking water breaks, and when leaving the fields. Echo will not provide
hand sanitizer for individual use.
Hand sanitizer and disinfectant will be provided by Echo for use by Coerver and Echo
coaches. Disinfectant will be provided by Echo for disinfecting the portable restroom.

EQUIPMENT
Players should wear their Echo training shirt and bring an alternative, contrasting
color. No pinnies will be provided or worn.
Players must bring their own equipment. Echo will provide each player an assigned
place to store bags and equipment during training (YELLOW DOT).
Only coaches may handle equipment. Players may not touch cones or other coaching
equipment.
Players must use their own ball and should sanitize their ball after each training
session. Players may not touch another player’s ball with their hands.

TRAINING SESSIONS
Training sessions will be designed to accommodate physical distancing to the extent
possible.
The training schedule has been modified and 2 weeks have been added to training.
Echo will continue to evaluate conditions and make adjustments as warranted.

FACILITIES
Echo has created the training schedule to minimize traffic and facilitate physical
distancing. A portable restroom will be available at the fields and will be sanitized on
a regular basis. We recommend players use the restroom before leaving home and
use the portable restroom only for emergencies.
Benches and picnic tables have been removed from the training fields. Playground
equipment is owned by Harris Township and will not be monitored or sanitized by
Echo. Fields include markings for personal areas for training (BLUE/ORANGE DOTS).
Please read and comply with any signage at the fields.

PICK UP AND DROP OFF PROCEDURES
Players should be dropped off at the appropriate drop-off point (A, B, or C). Parents
will not be permitted on the training facility grounds and must remain in their vehicles.
Players may not be released from their vehicles more than 5 minutes before each
training session starts. Players should wear masks when exiting their vehicles and
sanitize their hands. When dropped off, players should proceed directly to their
training field and place their equipment in their designated space.
When dismissed for pick up, players should mask up and proceed directly to the pick
up cue. From the pick up cue, they will be dismissed individually as parents arrive.

PHYSICAL DISTANCING OVERSIGHT
The Echo staff, coaches, and volunteers will monitor social distancing and assist with
pick up and drop off procedures. Parents are responsible for understanding physical
distancing requirements and communicating them to your children. Players or
parents ignoring social distancing requirements may be disciplined.

